KICK-START YOUR VETERINARY CAREER.
BECOME A VEG SCRIBE.

Jump into the front lines of emergency veterinary medicine alongside our fantastic doctors! VEG Scribes play a critical role in the patient care experience — optimizing care by building the perfect medical record. Hone your record writing skills while getting first-hand emergency experience with multiple conditions, diseases, and species. The opportunity to shadow our vets gives VEG Scribes the chance to see the unique ER doctor perspective and build lasting relationships. Learn and work with the leader in veterinary emergency care. 

Emergency is all we do, so we do it best.

Key Responsibilities:

• Create amazing VEG medical records
• Ability to communicate effectively with every member of the medical team
• Maintain professionalism and an exemplary work ethic
• Work in a fast paced environment
• Assist doctors with non-clinical duties
• Write clearly and concisely; type with accuracy and speed
• Ability to occasionally work overnights, weekends, and holidays

THE VEG ADVANTAGE

Flexible Schedule  Hands-on Experience  Amazing Culture

CURRENTLY HIRING SCRIBES FOR OUR NY AND NJ HOSPITALS!

EMAIL ALLISON@VEG.VET FOR MORE INFORMATION

Learn more about VEG at www.veg.vet, Facebook, and Instagram.